SELECTED PROJECT EXPERIENCE
COLLEGIATE SPORTING & RECREATION

CD+M Lighting Design Group is an international lighting design consultancy comprised of designers whose work encompasses a variety
of markets. Our award-winning design team has extensive experience creating innovative custom lighting plans to enhance architectural
environments. Our clients include leading architects, interior designers and developers in more than 20 countries worldwide.
With staff in the US, UAE, UK and PRC, our designers are fluent in multiple languages, maintain close ties to global manufacturers and suppliers
and have an excellent understanding of how to integrate lighting into both architecture and landscaping.

UGA STEGMAN COLISEUM, ATHENS, GA
UGA’s landmark Stegeman Coliseum received a $12
million update as part of the ongoing modernization
of the university’s building stock. Enhanced public
spaces, two large glazed entrance lobbies and a
distinct graphics program help to revitalize the facility
and with the addition of the annex facility completed
in 2009, make it a renewed source of pride for
UGA students, faculty and fans. The project won
the Athens-Clarke Heritage Foundation Preservation
Award in 2011.

ITHACA COLLEGE EVENTS CENTER, ITHACA, NY
The competition-winning plan for Ithaca College
Events Center is a model of sustainable design and
building practices. The LEED® Silver certified facility
is composed of locally sourced building materials
and many of its unique architectural features were
designed to conserve energy and promote the
environment. Natural ventilation and cooling systems
are used through the entire architectural form and
the entry tower concentrates wind flow to promote air
circulation and decrease energy requirements.

PURDUE UNIVERSITY STUDENT FITNESS & WELLNESS CENTER ADDITIONS, WEST LAFAYETTE, IN
Purdue University hired Moody Nolan to help them modernize
and add to their 1957 vintage student wellness center. The
project includes cardio, free weight and group exercise
spaces, an indoor running track, swimming pool, a 40 F tall
climbing wall and conference spaces. The design resulted
in a glazed envelope that wraps around the segregated
existing buildings and provides a series of open, daylit and
conditioned spaces the overlook each other. The lighting
system is designed to mesh with the architectural fabric and
highlight the opaque volumes within the glass box, while
consuming 20% less energy than allowed by code.
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